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1.INTRODUCTION          
 

This is the first chapter of our dissertation. The research background will be 

introduced and followed by research problem, purpose and demarcation which will 

be presented concerning to the area of our study. 

 

1.1BACKGROUND          
 

A phenomenon detected during the last years has been the appearance of a new 

group of brands with low prices, which have grown in importance and in presence in 

the linear ones and which have begun there is necessary to identify as brands of the 

first price or distributor's brands. (Mori, 2006) 

 

In the whole Europe, the distributor's brands are obtaining every time the loyalty of 

more clients. According to a study realized in seven countries for PLMA by MORI 

(2006), the distributor's brands have obtained an acceptance without precedents on the 

part of the buyers who declare to be more conscious of these brands and to have the 

intention of increasing the purchases of the same ones. 

 

The long-term future of the distributor's brands turns out to be especially solid. The 

young buyers, with an age included up to 25 years, are with much the most fervent 

supporters of the distributor's brands. Between other key revelations on the attitudes of 

the buyers they are included:    

 

• The quality of the products is now virtually equal in importance to the price as 

factor of selection of the products of distributor's brand. 

 

• Four of every ten buyers in Europe wish that his supermarket provided a major 

variety of products of distributor's brand.  

 

• Products of distributor’s brand constitute approximately a fourth part of the 

whole of the baskets of the purchase of the clients.  
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• There are more consumers who say that now it is less probable that they buy 

manufacturer's brands that those who affirm that it is more probable than them 

they buy, in comparison with the previous year. (Mori, 2006, E-Scanner 

Magazine) 

 

When the consumers enter a commercial establishment, there exist numerous factors 

that try to influence his behaviour of purchase: the environment of the establishment, 

the design and the organization of the sections and of the traffic, the characteristics of 

the offer in the linear ones, the advertising in the point of sale, the promotions and the 

range of prices offered. (Doyle and Broadbridge, 1999) 

 

The premises to having in it counts nowadays in design and setting of commercial 

environments, for being this aspect, as one comes supporting for diverse studies, a 

strategic component that it allows to differentiate and to position you show them 

perfectionists (Doyle and Broadbridge, 1999), as well as to influence the behavior of 

the client a stadium in that the clientele is every day more informed, it is more 

selective and demands more value for his money and his time. 

   

 

The consumers identify the purchase of these products with an action of 

limited risk, coming habitually to the establishments without a totally formed decision 

function, the customers are influenced easily for the strategies of the distributor. 

(Whittler, 1994) 

 

The purchase in the establishment allows to the distributors to influence of 

more direct and effective form the process of purchase of the consumers because these 

decide about the own establishment a great part of the purchase of products and 

brands of great consumption (Aecoc and Dympanel 1995). For this motive, some of 

the actions of marketing of the manufacturer, (brand image, advertising campaigns...) 

these actions are debilitated because the actions of the distributor in the own 

establishment have a bigger power (Bawa, Lanwehr and Krishna 1989).  
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One of these commercial tools in power of the distributor is the design and 

management of linearly or space destined by the establishment for the placement of 

the products that offer themselves the clients (Ten of Castro and Moorland 1996). At 

present the information that transmits the establishment and concretely the linear one 

to the consumer is one of the principal points of reference in the decision of purchase 

of products of great consumption. Therefore the organization of the linear one, the 

offered assortment, the distribution of the space, is a powerful instrument of 

marketing into the purchases. (Burroughs 1996 and Seh-Woong 1997). 

 

There turns out to be obvious, therefore, the importance of a good strategy of 

communication. A strategy that we can carry out from the different tools that the 

marketing offers us, but in that always a common element exists: the message that we 

want to transmit to the market and that is the one that us to goes to position and to be 

going to separate us from the competition. (Rafael Muñiz,First Edition, 2006) 

 

 

The communication includes principally the following areas of activity:   

• Advertising.  

• Image, public relations and campaigns of communication.  

• Sponsorship and patronage. 

• Social corporate marketing.  

• Promotion.  

• Merchandising.  

• Direct marketing.  

• Internet. 

 

Importance of information that the consumer receives in the linear one and his 

influence in his decision of this kind of purchase has motivated the interest for the 

study of his characteristics: decoration, assortment, treatment of the different brands, 

prices... this study is Merchandising.  
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The merchandising comes from the English word merchandise, which means 

goods and refers to a series of skills that take place inside the point of sale and which 

intention is to promote the sale of the products. (Zorrilla, 2000) 

This research focus in the marketing tool, merchandising, because is really 

important to distributor knows where, how, when doing the strategies in sale point. 

 

1.2 Research Problem         
 

Own brands have increased the power of the distributors and have reinforced 

his position opposite to the manufacturers. To increase the assortment of own and 

controlled brands allows them to displace easier to the brands of leading 

manufacturers and to position better his brands going simultaneously to segments 

different consumers' and increasing his market share.  

 

This research tries to know the different actions that the distributor takes to reach a 

good market share. Focusing in the distributor action in the establishment, how, 

where, and why the distributor creates strategies to sell his product. We have to 

research in the distributor merchandising, in their brands. 

1.3 RESEARCH QUESTION         
 

In order to better fulfil the above stated purpose, one research question has 

been outlined below to help us approach the adequate and relevant knowledge to 

achieve our goal.  

 

• How the distributors use merchandising to sell their own brand? 

 

1.4 DELIMITATION          
This research is delimited in merchandising tool, and into merchandising also 

is delimited in three elements of Merchandising: Sections, Assortment and Lineal 

Place, the theoretical Framework will be oriented in these points, and also will be 

explain briefly own brand. 
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2. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORKS 

 
This chapter will present the theories pertaining to our stated research purpose and 

research questions. The theory will be presented as the same order as our research 

questions. This chapter will end with the conceptual frame work and the frame of 

reference. 

 

2.1 WHAT IS MERCHANDISING? 
 

The merchandising comes from the English word merchandise, which means goods 

and refers to a series of skills that take place inside the point of sale and which 

intention is to promote the sale of the products. (Zorrilla, 2000) 

 

The experts in the matter define merchandising of the following way: 

According to American Marketing Association (2000), set of skills based principally 

on the presentation, the rotation and the profitability, including a set of actions carried 

out in the point of sale destined to increase the profitability, putting the product in the 

place, during the time, in the form, to the price and in the quantity more suitable. On 

the other hand, Dominique Mouton (1997), explain merchandising like a set of 

methods and skills that they contribute to the optimization of the space of sale. 

However, Buttle (2001), defined as any form of promotion in the establishment, out of 

the personal sale, designed to provoke behaviour of purchase. And finally, Moliné 

(1999) said “all that can be done in the point of sale in order that the goods, the 

product, turn out to be more attractive”.   

 

With these definitions we can say two different kinds - complementary and not 

exclusive - of understanding merchandising: 
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1. The merchandising like optimization of the surface of sale, which calculates 

the best distribution and disposition of the product to obtain the major possible 

sale.  

 

2. The merchandising like promotional tool that - as like the advertising, the 

promotions, the personal sale or the public relations-, tries to promote the sale 

of a product; and that difference of all they, is exercised of exclusive form in 

the point of sale.   

 

The merchandising can be used both by the distributor and by the manufacturer since 

both share the interest of which the product is bought. However, the skills used by one 

and another are different.(Begoña Jordá, 2005) 

 

1. The merchandising of the distributor works with topics as the situation of the 

establishment, the division in sections, the selection of the assortment, and the 

position of the products in the linear. (Machleit y Eroglu, 2000), 

 

 

2. The merchandising of the manufacturer, on the other hand, is identified 

principally by the skills of communication and promotion effected on the retailer 

by the aim to obtain a suitable presence of their products in the point of sale. In 

the first moment, the manufacturer concentrates their efforts in reaching to be 

present in the points of sale determined by their strategies of distribution. 

(Machleit y Eroglu, 2000), 

 

This research focus on the study of the owner brands of the distributor, on his actions 

on the point of sale to achieve that his products are sold, for it is going to study the 

merchandising of the distributor, in as it organizes his sections, the assortment, and 

the placement of the products in the establishment. 

 

In order we are studying three determinate points: 

 

• Sections 

• Assortment 
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• Lineal Place 

Kotler (1973-84) considered store atmosphere as one of the most important influencing 

factors of consumer perceptions and attitudes of a store. Kotler defines store atmosphere 

as the conscious design (planning) of the store space in a way to generate specific 

influences on its clients or shoppers. Ghosh (1994) defines retail atmosphere as “the 

psychological effect of feeling created by a store’s design and its physical surroundings” 

(p.521).  

A store’s atmosphere/environment is designed in such a way to positively affect 

customer perceptions, attraction and shopping, store operations, and employee morale. 

It is determined by three major factors (Lewison, 1994):  

a. store image (external impressions – internal impressions)  

b. store atmospherics (sight – sound – scent – touch – taste), and 

c. store theatrics (décor themes – store events). 

 

In the same way Markin, Lillis and Narayana (1976) demonstrate, for whom the space 

of sale is never neutral, but a set of messages and suggestions that create a certain 

condition, activate intentions and generally they concern the reactions of the clients. 

The fact of admitting that the atmosphere concerns the behaviour of the client has 

strong implications of design of the establishment. An intangible element like the 

atmosphere can be disintegrated in tangible elements as the lighting, the colour, the 

temperature, the aroma, the music, etc., being controllable these for the retailer. 

 

To create an appropriate atmosphere of purchases and motivate, seller must establish 

in the consumer a mental condition that promotes a spirit of purchase (Babin and 

Darden, 1996). The pleasure that transmits the environment of the shop is an 

important motive in order that the consumers stay major time in it and spend more 

money of which they had thought (Donovan, Rossiter, Marcoolyn and Nesdale, 1994). 

 

The atmosphere of the shop, definitively, is the general, aesthetic and emotional effect 

created by the physical characteristics of the shop, is all the sensory experience that 

offers. The actual consumers, without matter which are his principal motives for 
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buying, feel attracted towards the sure, attractive and comfortable environments of 

purchase. The atmosphere of the shop must be agreeable both for the consumer and 

for the distributor (Greenland and McGoldrick, 1994). 

 

 

2.1.1 SECTIONS: THE SURFACE OF SALES: 

 

The sections must guard a logical and rational order that facilitates the orientation and 

the purchase of the clients of the establishment. (Jean-Émile Masson, A. Aguirrebeña, 

Alain Wellhoff, 1993). 

 

It is necessary to have in mind the characteristics of the products:       

 

Three big categories of products exist depending on the type of purchase: 

 

a. Foreseen: articles of nourishment. 

b. Impulsive: innovations, complements, perfumery …  

c. Reflexive(reflective): domestic appliances, sound systems … 

 

Important observations: 

 

- Not all the products have the same value of attraction for the clients.  

- The clients want to have near the products that they correspond to the 

same need. 

- The products present sizes and different volumes. 

- Some products need of special facilities.  

- Some products, for his "risk" they need a special alertness. 

 

The different zones of the room of sales: It is not same attraction: 

 

   The buyers have an innate trend, once inside the place, to go towards the right and to 

circulate in the opposite direction to the needles of the clock, as normal sense or flow 

of traffic. 
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There has been verified, in numerous studies, that alone 10 % of the people who enter 

a room of sales reaches the final third of the same one, 20 % penetrates the first half 

and 70 % it does not come beyond the first third of the establishment. (Jean-Émile 

Masson, A. Aguirrebeña, Alain Wellhoff, 1993) 

 

Jean-Émile Masson, A. Aguirrebeña, Alain Wellhoff, (1993) say that must consider the 

space of the room of sales divided in two different zones: 

 

 
 

A) WARM ZONE:  Zone of natural traffic that will be crossed by every buyer that enter 

in the shop.  

B) COLD ZONE:  Zone of minor sale placed generally out of the flow of traffic. 
 
To compensate, it necessary to distribute the most interesting sections for the whole 

shop, forcing the buyer to whom it realizes the complete tour, in order that it has the 

opportunity to observe (and to buy) all the exposed articles. 

   

In addition, we have to consider that lengthways and width of the whole surface of 

sales is existed by a series of so called "warm" and "cold" points. 

 

Are considered Warm Place: 

 

- The central zone of the establishment. 

- The zones near to the places of wait (for example the sections of 

butcher's shop and meet shop). 
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- The very illuminated zones. 

- The areas near (next) the check-outs. 

- The zones of the counters. 

- The areas near (next) more expensive rival products. 

- The specially decorated zones. 

 

 

 

Are considered Cold Place: 

 

- Inadequate Implantation of racks and products. 

- Bad orientation of the traffic of the clients. 

- Zones closely together of the entry and to the left side.   

- Location in zones with few light, dirty, with noise, with slightly 

agreeable personnel. 

- Corners and corridors without exit. 

- The back-room or reservation. 

- Levels of very high or very low piers, which need a special effort to 

take the product. 

 

It is necessary the consumer to walk around the all room of sales. 

 

One of the fundamental aims of the merchandising is to increase the purchases for 

impulse by means of the exhibition of a good number of products that they present of 

attractive and "tempting" form. All those more products the consumer "sees", more 

possibilities exist of that he acquires them; of there the need to design adequately the 

itinerary and to make him circulate along the whole room of sales. (Jean-Émile 

Masson, A. Aguirrebeña, Alain Wellhoff, 1993) 

 

      The most used distributions by Doyle y Broadbridge, 1999, are: 
 

Disposition in gridiron: it consists of placing the furniture of straight form with the 

traffic of the clients. 
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This traffic is characterized for leaving excessive freedom to choose the circuit and it 

is possible that the client chooses for a too short itinerary for our interests. 

Disposition in spike: it consists of placing the furniture of oblique form to the traffic 

of the clients.  

 
 

This type of placement guides the tour of the client for the point of sale and facilitates 

that several gondolas could be visualized at the same time, for what it foments the 

purchases for impulse. 

 

Free disposition: it consists of placing the furniture without following regular forms. 
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The principal advantage is that it can provide to the point of sale of a certain design 

with the creation of diverse environments and provide a differential image with this 

one opposite to the competitors. 

 

2.1.2 ASSORTMENT: 

 

Assortment is the set of references that offer to the sale in an establishment. The 

assortment defines the type of people to the one that is orientated the establishment. 

The basic goal of the assorted are satisfy the needs of the consumers and to promote to 

the maximum the point of sale. (Vázquez & Bruce, 2002) 

 

 

Characteristics 

 

Extent: It reflects the number of different product groups that offer themselves the 

consumer.  

 

Depth: One says to the number of different products that they are offered inside each 

of the families.  

 

Coherence:  It corresponds with the homogeneity of the assortment in depth. 

 

  (Vázquez y Bruce , 2002) 
 

(Marca=Brand) (secadora,lavadora,horno,frigorifico=Products) 
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This research focus the study in owner brand and therefore the next text shows 

relation between assortment with manufacture and distributors, between extent and 

depth. 

 

Extent of the assortment (number of brands) 

 

The competition between manufacturer's brands concerns the difficulty of introducing 

a new brand in a category, acting as a barrier of entry. This way, if there is a huge 

number of brands, minor will be the quota of distributor's brands in mentioned 

category. (HOCH and BANERJI, 1993) 

 

Depth of the assortment (number of varieties)  

 

The narrowest assortments improve the performance of the distributor's brands, so that 

it is more advisable to eliminate certain articles with low rotation to dedicate more 

space to the distributor's brands. 

The depth of assortment, measured as number of units supported in stock for every 

category in an establishment, that is to say, the medium level of variety that the 

distributor offers for manufacturer's brand, has a very significant and negative effect 

in the performance of the distributor's brand. (DHAR and HOCH, 1997) 

 

 

2.1.3 LINEAL PLACE: 

 
Lineal place is a measure of the length of exhibition of the articles in the 

establishment. (Encarta, 2006).  

 

The linear can measure in units of length (metre or centimetre) or in units of sale or 

facings. (Eugene L. Dorr,1997). 

 

Facing is the surface that a unit of product occupies in the rack.   
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 Eugene L. Dorr (1997). 

    Though the products appear superposed in the same shelf, in lines of two or more 

product or packages, they are counted as an alone facing if they are placed forming a 

vertical or horizontal row. (Eugene L. Dorr ,1997). 

The linear one has to follow these functions:   

     - To attract the attention of the costumer on the product. 
 
     - To foment the loyalty of the costumer towards the establishment. 
 
     - To offer the product. 
 
     - To provoke the act of purchase. 
 
If they follow a wrong strategic of lineal place, between these practices, Hoch (1996) 

says: 

• The bad location or visibility of the brands in the establishment. 

• The sale of the brand as part of a promotion, favouring the loyalty to the 

promotion opposite to the loyalty to the brand. 

• The non-transmission to the final consumer of the granted discounts. 

• The offer of the brand to low prices that favouring the attraction of the 

consumer to the establishment and turns the attention of someone towards 

other products. 

 

Corstjens and Lal (2000) emphasizes three actions of the distributor in the marketing 

of his own brands: 

• Profitability of the establishment. 

• Differentiation of the establishment. 

• Clients' loyalty. 
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In the study of the lineal place the distributor must know the different levels of 

linearly, because each one represents different percentage of purchase. 

 

ZONES AND LEVELS OF THE LINEAL PLACE, by Arreaga, B (1995):  

 

1. Top level or " Level of the eyes "  

 

• It is the highest of three levels and is placed at a height of the eyes of 

the client (height between 120 and 170 cm.). Also he is named a " level 

of perception " because it is the one that the buyer perceives first when 

it walks his look for a rack. 

2. Average level or " level of the hands "  

 

• Placed in the middle of the rack (height between 80 and 120/125 cm.), 

it offers the product of a comfortable form, since the client only has to 

stretch the hand to take it. 

 
 
 

3. Low level or " Level of soil "  

 

• Is considered like of zero perception, it supposes an effort for the buyer 

seeing and taking the placed products there, because would have to stoop 

(height up to 75/80 cm. Floor). 

 

4. The worst Level “The invisible” 

 

• Is considered like a invisible level, because it supposes an huge effort to 

take it and usually the costumer can not see these product.( height between 

1,70 and 2 metres). It is not a "selling" zone, for the same reason that the 

soil, though it can serve with advertising objectives. 
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Barrionuevo, Leopoldo & Asociados (1992). 
 
 
LEVEL VARIATIONS: 
 
Practical CASE IN USA:  
 

In USA a study was realized on 400 references that were observed during a few 

periods of time it sufficiently long to be able to conclude a few average percentages of 

variation in the sales according to the levels of the linear one. The study cheeked that 

when the costumer walked trough of establishment, inside of corridor, the sales number 

depended of the different levels of lineal, because if distributor put the same product in 

other line purchase changed toward an increase or decrease. (Colla, 1997) 

 

 (Colla, 1997) 
(Nivel= Level) (Superior, Medio, Inferior= Top, Medium, Low) 
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DISPOSITION OF THE PRODUCTS IN THE LINEAR ONE: 
 
 
Díez de Castro, E.C. y Landa Bercebal, F.J. (1996) say that normally two types of 

presentation are in use: horizontal or vertical. 

 

• The horizontal disposition: The costumer needs to cross more than once 

the corridor to be able to examine each of the levels of the rack. 

 

  
(Gel, Shampoo, and body-milk) (Movimiento del ojo= eye movement) 
 
(Díez de Castro, E.C. y Landa Bercebal, F.J. (1996)) 
 

• The vertical disposition represents units of the same product some under 

others in different shelves. Every section shows a homogeneous group of 

products that there facilitates to the client the examination of the same 

ones and the comparison between prices, brands, sizes, qualities, etc.   

 
(Díez de Castro, E.C. y Landa Bercebal, F.J. (1996)) 

 Generally the vertical presentation is preferred to the horizontal one, though 

sometimes the second one is in use due to the lack of space in the linear ones. 

The advantages of the vertical presentation are: 

      - Visibility of the product. 
   
      - It facilitates the search of the product. 
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      - It brings together two important zones, that of the sight and that of hand. 
 
      - It provides an impression (printing) of major order. 
 
      - It allows distributing the references in different levels. 
 
      - It allows to exhibit complementary products. 
 
      - It produces major sensation of mass with fewer quantity of product. 
 
 
This type of exhibition raises two important disadvantages: 
 
      - Loss of space. 
 
      - Decrease of the surface of linear assigned to every product. 
 
 
 

2.2 OWN BRAND: 
 
2.2.1 WHAT IS OWN BRAND: 

The products of distributor's brand include all the goods sold under the brand of a 

retailer. This brand can be the own name of the retailer or a name created exclusively 

for the above mentioned retailer. In some cases, a retailer can belong to a wholesale 

group that is the owner of the brands, available only for the members of the group. 

(Geoffrey Randall, 2000) 

2.2.2 The Role of Own Brand 
 

Own Label, - or private labels, retailers brands, distributors own brands, and son on - 

are most prominent in supermarkets, but can also be found in many other fields. The 

part they play has changed from the days when they were just cheap, inferior imitations 

of a national brand – though some still are. It is vital that the manufacturer sees them 

objectively. (Geoffrey Randall, 2000) The main points about own label are: 

 

The quality is sometimes as good – in many categories, consumers perceive the 

quality of own labels as at least as good as the national brands; that is, they are not just a 

cheap substitute. 
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They have a strategic role in differentiating the retailer from competitors and building 

it’s identify. 

They can form a brand in their own right either under the retailer’s under a range or 

individual name. 

 

They are also a price fighter, normally perceptibly cheaper than the leading brand. 

 

Not surprisingly, the categories with the lowest penetration are those with the strongest 

manufacturers´ brands. The categories with low own label penetration, such as 

dentifrice (toothpaste to us), household cleaners, dog and cat food, or detergents, are 

characterized by extensive manufacturer activity, investment in technology and, in some 

cases (eg ethical pharmaceuticals), consumer reluctance to buy own label. (Geoffrey 

Randall, 2000) 

 

On the other hand, categories with high own label penetration usually show surplus 

manufacturing capacity, commodity status, low technical barriers, little product 

differentiation and low manufacturer investment. (Geoffrey Randall, 2000) 

 

In grocery anyway, the categories seem to fall into four distinct types, classed by Simon 

Broadbent, 1986 as follows: 

 

Variety: The top three brands plus own label account for less than 80 per cent of the 

market. These for half of all categories, are the largest, and account for 80 per cent of 

total turnover. 

 

Top Three: The top three brands account for more than 75 per cent of the market, and 

own label averages 9 per cent. These form 15-20 per cent of all categories. 

 

Head to head: The top three brands take on average 60 per cent, the own label 30 per 

cent and others 10 per cent. 

 

Own label: The own label takes at least 40 per cent (on average 60 per cent), and the 

top three brands 30 per cent. 
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These differences have arisen over time, and must reflect fundamental product 

characteristics to some extent, but it is tempting to repeat that strong brands demand 

investment and support: where those are present, brands resist the attack of own label. If 

manufacturers are unable – for whatever reason – to deliver real, differentiated 

consumer benefits, then own label will take over.  

 

In dealing with this new situation of retailer power, in which retailers have more power 

than ever, manufacturers must apply basic marketing principles to their customers – 

retailers – as well as to consumers. The first step is to see brand as retailers see them. 

 

 

 

2.2.3 How retailers see brands 

 
Retailers see brands in a variety of ways. A must stock brand is a traffic builder, pulling 

people into the stores; there are no substitutes. A known value item ( KVI) is bought 

frequently and is a staple item; the price of the leading brands is well known. A brand 

leader is the number one ( and perhaps number two) brand in the category ( if not 

covered above); A profit brand is a brand that, whether through volume or margin or a 

combination of both, offers an attractive profit. (Geoffrey Randall, 2000) 

 

A variety or choice or niche brand is one that provides variety by being different in 

some way. Finally, retailers may accept a fighting brand: a manufacturer’s brand that 

positions itself as a value-for-money (i.e. cheap) brand, though from the supplier’s point 

of view it is competing with the own label. (Geoffrey Randall, 2000) 
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3. METHODOLOGY:  

 
In this chapter, the methodology of our study will be presented. The research 

process was illustrated and our choice of the methods were presented and explained. 

The research purpose, research approach, method of data collection, and sample 

selection was discussed in this chapter. 

 

The research approach consists of the inductive or deductive way of drawing 

conclusions, and the qualitative or quantitative method of investigating information. It 

will be describe the different approaches and justify the choices it have made. 

 

Inductive or deductive: According to Holme and Solvang (1991) the two 

approaches that a researcher can choose between, when conducting a study, are 

inductive and deductive. An inductive approach is oriented towards discovery and is 

signified by the researcher constructing theories based on empirical studies and 

conclusions. A deductive approach is descriptive and enables the researcher via theory 

to study and empirical situation and to determine the theory’s validity.  
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The exploitation of the research problem may be done by two different methods, 

namely quantitative and qualitative. The method choice depends on wide range of 

factors e.g. the research purpose, data availability or the sample that is going to be 

investigated. (S.C Dow, 2002) 

 Quantitative methods: are used mostly for measuring, because of what they 

generate new knowledge in a very limited way. Quantitative research may be done in 

the situation, when the researcher understands the phenomenon very well, when he/she 

wants to take a measure of the phenomenon occurrence, otherwise there is a high 

probability of failure. This method gives answers for following questions: how much, 

how often, in what proportion, in what volume etc. (S.C Dow, 2002)    

 Qualitative methods: allows to investigate the reasons of given phenomenon 

occurrence. They are applied to receive wider look on the research problem and to know 

it better. (S.C Dow, 2002)  

Unlike quantitative research, qualitative research relies on reasons behind 

various aspects of behaviour. (Pamela Maykut, 1994) 

Simply put, it investigates the why and how of decision making, as compared to 

what, where, and when of quantitative research. Hence, the need is for smaller but 

focused samples rather than large random samples. From which, qualitative research 

categorizes data into patterns as the primary basis for organizing and reporting results.  

 

 

3.1 TYPE OF RESEARCH:

 
 
According to Aaker and Day (1990) there are three ways to carry out the 

research depending of the information required: 

1. Exploratory: consists in obtain as much information as possible by using the 

interview. 

2. Descriptive: aims to provide an accurate picture of some aspect of the market 

environment and is recommended when you search data, often secondary, in 

order to describe a few aspects of a clearly structured problem. 

3. Causal: is used when it is necessary to show that one variable causes or 

determines the values of other variables. 
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This research we have selected descriptive information because we have to 

obtain as much information as possible with the interview. 

 

 

3.2 Data collection: 
 

According to Yin Robert K, 1989 the process of collecting data is difficult because the 

data are basic to the whole theory. The research must be able to answer the main 

questions of the thesis with the data obtained. This is crucial because otherwise the 

collected data does not represent the purpose of study. 

The data can be collected from different sources. These sources are classified into 

primary and secondary data. 

 

Secondary data: It consists of previously collected material that will be used to 

carry out the research. Sources can be such as literature, articles and newspapers. 

• In our research we use two different web site:  

1. www.willys.se:  In this web we can find the willys story, 

his activities, supermarkets, willys in figures, his future… 

2. www.axfood.se: In this web we can find the collaboration 

between Axfood and Willys.  

 

Primary data: It consists of new material gathered by the researcher. Sources can 

be direct observations, surveys, interviews and questionnaires. 

• In our work we will do a interview to the businessman of Willys in 

Halmstad. (Eurostop) 

 

3.3 POPULATION AND SAMPLE: 

Statisticians define a population as the entire collection of items that is the focus of 

concern. The branch of Statistics called Descriptive Statistics provides us with ways to 

describe the characteristics of a given population by measuring each of its items and 

then summarizing the set of measures in various ways. (Fonder 1992, General 

Accounting Office, Using Statistical Sampling) 
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The population in the study is the supermarkets in Halmstad, because they have owner 

brands and show clearly these different actions of merchandising, it helps to analyze 

them easily. 

Once the population has been enumerated and the evaluators sure that it represents the 

population to which they want to generalize, they are ready to draw the sample.  

The sample must be drawn in accordance with a procedure that ensures a random 

selection. The sample size must be large enough to provide the degree of measurement 

precision and accuracy generally accepted by the scientific community. This must be 

done very efficiently and cost effectively. In many instances, accomplishing this will 

require the assistance of a sampling statistician who has the appropriate technical skills 

and practical experience. 

The sample is “Willy’s Supermarket”: Willy´s supermarket in Halmstad, are important 

chains in Sweden. It is really meaningful to work in this study because one statistical 

study in Sweden showed that Willy´s has one of the most market shares in retail sales. 

 
Is a non probability sampling, like Naresh K. Malhotra,said, it doesn’t use 

chance selection procedures but rather rely on the personal judgment of the researcher, 

with this technique non sampling errors are larger, is homogeneous, because a 

judgmental sampling is a form of convenience sampling in with the population elements 

are selected based on the judgment of the researcher. 
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In our research we have decided to choose for Willy’s Supermarkets because it is an 

establishment that has owner brands and support numerous actions of merchandising in 

the point of sale. 

3.4 INTERVIER PRETEST 

 

The qualitative research that we are using is a direct approach, is not disguised, 

the purpose of this project is known by the respondents. The technique is the “depth” 

interviews direct to the businessman of the company that we are focus on. 

 

The businessman is also the person who is going to provide us all the 

information. This is the way to obtain the qualitative data; it is an unstructured, direct 

and personal interview. 

 

This suppose low cost and not time consuming like a benefits but also there are 

negative aspects like it does not allow to generalizations because it is subjective, we 

choose the elements to be included in the sample, the representative or appropriate for 

this study.  

In our interview we will use a structured organization, because we will split the 

interview in three parts, we show the information like this table: 

 
 

CATEGORY OF 
INFORMATION

INFORMATION TO REACH

 

Section 

 

Soldest 

areas 

Organization 

of sections 

 

Relationship between products 

in the sections, cold area, warm 

area.  

Assortment 

 

Depth 

 

Extent 

 

 

Categories, Leader 

categories, worst categories, 

the best products to 

introduce own brand.  
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Lineal Place 

 

 

Levels 

 

 

Variation 

Levels 

 

 

Disposition of products, 

advantage to find the 

products, levels to attract 

customer to another products. 

 
 

 

3.5 DELIMITATION: 

 

Our delimitation is that we just focus our study in one supermarket, Willy´s 

supermarket, and is possible the other supermarket with owner brands might have 

different methods about lineal position, assortment, and sections, but we decide to 

choose Willy´s by the reason explained before it in sample. 
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4. EMPIRICAL Data        
 

In this chapter we split the work in two parts, the Willys information (secondary 

data) and later we show the interview of Willys Halmstad Businessman (primary 

data), we have made this interview to research how the merchandising in Willys 

Halmstad is, and to find a good conclusion of this research. 

4.1 WILLYS: 

 

The Willys Story: 

About 1975 was born in Goteborg, a shop was inaugurated for Lars Grove, the owner 

of a very small place that he was selling his products to cheap prices, this shop was 

called LLs. 

Little by little, with the sales of the products was 

increasing, the loyalty of the customer more shops were 

opened.  

Another important merchant realized that it was a good 

business, his name was Willy Schlee, and about 1986 inaugurated in Kungsbacka new 

tend of the same class. This new form of sale became in a political, economic and 

social phenomenon. 

In 1990 Willy and LLs decided to join to continue this great business together, with 

Willys's name. 
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Today in today Willys it gives to Sweden the cheapest products and of better quality, 

and reaches from Lulea's north up to Curdle. 

 

 

Willys Activities: 

 
Willys is at the head of the rankings of low cost supermarkets in 

Sweden, with 108 establishments from Curdle (south) to Lulea 

(north). Its activity begins at 1986 and the year 2007 has more 

than 4200 employees. Its headquarters is in Goteborg. 
 
Its business concept is to offer “Sweden’s cheapest bag of 

groceries.” The Willys concept is also based on a wide, basic 

product selection – especially fresh products. 

 

Willys is Sweden’s leading discount chain, with 105 Willys and 

33 Willys hemma stores nationwide. Most Willys stores are located in shopping centres 

and other locations outside city centres, although some can also be found in central 

locations. 

 
Willys Philosophy: 
 
Willy's philosophy is to sell a good product but the best price. Willys has 

done for 30 years and his philosophy is the same, consumer who buys 

cheap makes saving his money so Willys tries to put a good product 

saving their costs. 

 

His best strategies: 

• Cheap, Cheaper, CHEAPER  

• ONE PROMISE THAT Trust 

• Higher PRICE AS AM BECOMING Lower 

• Huge Assortment 

 

Willys in Figures: 
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Amounts in SEK m unless otherwise 
indicated

2007 2006

Net sales 15,382 15,115 

Like-for-like sales growth (%) 1,7 1,2 

Operating profit 666 558 

Operating margin (%) 4,3 3,7 

Number of Group-owned stores 138 148 

Average number of employees during the year  
2,886

 
2,952 

 

 

Willys and Axfood:  
 

About Axfood:   More information in www.axfood.se. 

 
Axfood conducts food retail and wholesale trade in Sweden. The Group’s retail 

operations are conducted through the wholly owned Willys, Hemköp and PrisXtra 

chains, comprising 222 stores in all. In addition, Axfood collaborates with a large 
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number of proprietor-run stores that are tied to Axfood through agreements. These 

include stores within the Hemköp and Willys chains as well as stores run under the 

Handlar’n and Tempo profiles. In all, Axfood collaborates with approximately 500 

proprietor-run stores. Wholesale business is conducted through Dagab and Axfood 

Närlivs. Axfood is listed on the Stockholm Stock Exchange, Nordic Large Cap list. 

Axel Johnson AB is the principal owner with approximately 46% of the shares. Axfood 

has a 17% market share in Sweden. 

 

Store chains:   

79 wholly owned stores 
86 franchise stores Hemköp 

138 wholly owned stores of which are 33 Willys hemma 
stores  
3 franchise stores 

Willys 

PrisXtra 5 wholly owned stores, 1 internetstore 
 

 
Willys always works in partnership with Axfood, they are trying to achieve together, the 

best level of prices, promotions, and quality products. 

  

How to anticipate the needs of the consumer? Both seek to achieve greater precisíon to 

satisfy the consumer, giving the highest safety, quality, and even if the consumer has 

not been happy with the purchase will return their money, until 30 days later. 

 
Future challenges: 

Willys’ challenge is to strengthen its position in a fiercely competitive market. Creating 

the next generation of Willys is a large-scale undertaking designed to develop the 

concept for the future and is expected to make a strong contribution to growth. 
 

Priorities 2008: 

 

A number of all new stores featuring the new concept are planned for 2008. 

Introduction of the concept at existing stores will also be started. In an initial phase 

the concept will be tested at two pilot stores during the spring and thereafter evaluated 
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at mid-year. Implementation of the concept at all stores will begin during the autumn 

– a process that is expected to be fully completed within four years. 

 

A system based on Auto-order, which has been developed together with Dagab, was 

also tested in 2007 and will be introduced on a full scale in 2008. With Autoorder, 

stores’ product supply is fully automated. Instead of manual ordering from individual 

stores, Dagab will receive direct signals for the need to restock products at the 

respective stores. This results in efficient flows with specially adapted deliveries. 

 

For them the most important value is the customer, they offer the same quality of leader 

brand but cheaper than them.  

 

Other strategic of Willys is: It is always located in good commercial areas, for example 

in Halmstad is in The Eurostop, ( Eurostop is a big commercial center in Halmstad), it 

pretends to attract a lot of customers, for this reason they know when one customer 

entry in the commercial center to buy clothes also can entry in Willys, these customers 

are impulsive customer, furthermore habitual customers. 

 

Little by little, Willys has increased his sales, we can find different reason for 

understand this: 

 

The same philosophy every year  Cheap, Customer, Quality. 

A good Know-How they offer that customer needs. 

Use marketing action Fresh products to attract customers. 

 

In the future Willys wants maintain the same competitive position, realizing the same 

philosophy, but growth in other markets in large-scale, Willys wants to reach the 

expansion. 
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4.2 INTERVIEW:  

 
4.2.1 SECTIONS 

 
The first point to which one refer is the 

organization, how Willys to organize sections and products at the supermarket and the 

relation between them, for example if you want to buy tomato sauce, you can find it 

near of the pasta, and also the parmesan cheese to combine. 

And whit this measure they try that people buy more thing to dinner and combine the 

products and they walk around one specific area and they can relate these products. 

Also the interviewed explain us that are different strategies in Willys: 

“The strategies every time change, in the store you have to go through of all 

supermarket to find the product of first need, for instant milk, juice, yogurt, because 

cold Zone is at the end of store, and for this way you can see other products. 

To attract customer Willys uses fresh products strategies because is one of the most 

important competitive advantage, and right now meet and vegetables are really close of 

the entrance, are good product and the price is cheaper.”  

 

In addiction, other question asked about the organization in the establishment, there are 

three possibilities: in gridiron, in spike, or free distribution.  

According to Willys chooses a free distribution, “because depend of the area, for 

example in vegetable zone there is a good disposition because Willys wants to customer 

stays or dedicates more time to purchase of this kind of product and this product have to 

have a fresh and clean appearance, however in the central zone there is a organized 

disposition, because customer have to be quick and to find all product easily, and they 

stay lower time in this area and they are feeling like in store, and environment is 

cheaper and they can take a lot of products.” 

Therefore, it was discussed about which  is  the best Zone in sales, and the businessman 

answered  that in general is the first Zone, the reason is customers at the beginning have 

a huge vitality and when they through all supermarket, they want to go quicker. 

 

ASSORTMENT 
Later it focused on the assortment in how many categories of products reach the brand 
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Willy´s and the number of products in each category.  

It is very interesting because Willys has products in every category; “the reason is 

because Willys offer the same quality in all products than leader brand but a little bit 

cheaper. We have to be responsible with owner brand because the consumer must to 

know that it is the top quality and better prices.” 

 

Also there is the possibility of finding difficulties to reach a new category or product, 

because “sometime in some categories is a little bit difficult to satisfy to customer, 

especially in cosmetic product”, because there are a strong brands like Loreal, 

Colgate… and people prefer for this kind of product a known brand. 

 

LINEAL PLACE 

 
On the other hand also the interview ask on the linear place and our first question was 

directed to what the level of linear most is sold in the establishment. The businessman 

answered that the most sold level of linear are “ Top level or  Level of the eyes and 

Average level or  level of the hands , because customer can find his product at the first 

time, and also if one product has a higher price we put this one on the right of one 

product with cheaper price, because if customers see the first one and later over right 

side they see other with higher price they will take the first one,  for instant, the down 

level customers never want to do a big effort to take the products, and is not a good 

level like a overhead level.” 

Then it is very interesting to know the level of the linear where places Willys, and 

always are in the best levels, but “this situation changes if the success changes”, but 

often near of the last disposition “if you change a lot of times one product customers 

can confuse and they might buy other products.” 

 

Another important factor is how it affects the brand Willy's placed next to a brand 

leader, and for businessman of course affects, “in general if Willys is closed of leader 

brands is a really good advantage but sometimes for the people is not important the 

price, they want one product because it is unique, for example is impossible to compete 

against Coca Cola, because the consumer loves the taste.” 
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An important question refers to when introducing a new product, which occupies level , 

and Willy´s occupies the top level when  launch a new product because Willy´s are 

interested in owner products can be seen at the first moment for all people. 

 

So is very important the level of the products in the lineal place but another question 

that was asked him what is the variation in sales by changing the brand's Willy from one 

level to another. And he answered that: “It can quite a different effect but we never use 

a bad levels to put owner products, because in all Willys stores are trying that the Willys 

brand be the most important brand.” 

 

Then at the end of the interview also was really interesting to know what is the relation 

between Willys and other companies when they decide to position their products, and 

the answer was very interesting  because When Willys has a agreement with a 

companies, and for example this one is disagree with the position in the lineal and it 

prefers one better, Willys offers this one if they reduce the price of the products, in this 

way Willys attract customers to leader brand and obtains profits in owner products, 

because Willys put other products near of this and customer can buy its too. 

 

5. EMPIRICAL ANALYSIS 

 

It empirical analysis is divided in two parts, the link between interview and theory, 

and finally the critique of our thesis. 

 

SECTIONS: 
With this work, it has obtained to demonstrate that merchandising (Machleit y Eroglu, 

2000) actions are realized to Willys in all their supermarkets, trying to increase the sales 

of owner brands. 

 

Respect to the image of the supermarket the theory say (Ghosh,1994) that is really 

important that the store is organized correctly to the customer can find wished products 
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and influence in the other impulsive purchases. And Willys knows and realized this 

action to obtain the best results. 

 

Willys uses a free distribution (Doyle y Broadbridge, 1999) to facilitate the circulation 

of clients and obtain that the customers cross all supermarket, attracting to consumer a 

new purchases. All the organization of their products is studied to influence in the mind 

of clients (Babin and Darden, 1996). And this is the reason for which the strategies 

change constantly, but basic things have to maintain to not confuse to clients. 

 

Willys uses different strategic to organize the sections, for example vegetables, milk, 

and meet food, it uses a clear and illuminated area; in other sections as products of 

cleanliness or pasta… uses a store area, is like a several gondolas could be visualized at 

the same time, for what it foments the purchases for impulse. 

 
One of the most important information in Theory part says, (Jean-Émile Masson, A. 

Aguirrebeña, Alain Wellhoff, 1993): It is necessary the consumer to walk around the 

all room of sales. 

 

In Willys supermarkets the Cold Zone is in the end of store, Willys wants that the 

customers walk around all store, because it knows that milk, juice… are a product of 

first need and everyone have to buy them.  

 
 
Also is really important the entrance zone because in Willys is one area that sell a lot of 

products, because is the first part in the store and the sections have more relation 

between them, for example Willys put tomato sauce near of pasta or parmesan cheese, 

and facility the purchase.  

 

ASSORTMENT: 

 
According with Vázquez & Bruce, 2002, Willys has his owner 

brand in all product categories, the mean characteristic is the 

same quality and acceptation of leader brands and the price is a 

little bit lower. 
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Therefore in depth and in extend (HOCH and BANERJI, 1993)  Willys Brand has more 

assortment than other brands as El Dorado (other cheap brand) or leader companies as 

Findus, Buitoni (pasta company), because Willys company focus his strategic in his 

owner brand. 

 

Sometime is so difficult when in one category the leader brand is very accepted in the 

mind of customers, specially in cosmetic product or personal hygiene, like tooth paste 

or shampoo, because customer thinks a lot of when they have to buy these product in his 

health or aspect, and it not really important for them spend more money in leader brand 

like Loreal, Colgate, Nivea…, we can say in this category extend and depth of Willys is 

lower than leader brands. 

 

 
LINEAL PLACE: 
 
As in the theoretical part and as in the empirical part it coincides with that the zone of 

the linear one that more sells is the central zone. The central zone is divided in two 

zones: (Arreaga, B,1995) 

 

Top level or “Level of the eyes”  

 

• It is the highest of three levels and is placed at a height of the eyes of 

the client (height between 120 and 170 cm.). Also he is named a " level 

of perception " because it is the one that the buyer perceives first when 

it walks his look for a rack. 

 

Average level or “level of the hands”  

 

• Placed in the middle of the rack (height between 80 and 120/125 cm.), 

it offers the product of a comfortable form, since the client only has to 

stretch the hand to take it. 
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In Willys Supermarket it is the same, customer can find his product at the first time, 

and also in the interviewer explained us that they put product of higher price on the 

right of one product with cheaper price, because if customers see the first one and 

later over right side they see other with higher price they will take the first one. 

 

The low level and the top are the worst to attract the consumer because they have to do 

a great effort to reach them, only in case it is a product really they need it they will buy 

it. 

 

Willys always is located in the best levels, and for this reason we can say that his 

strategic is his owner brands, often the interests change and therefore also the strategies, 

so Willys adapts to the changes but has a lot of care because numerous changes in the 

lineal place can confuse the consumer. 

 

In the lineal place there are cheaper brands or more expensive than Willys, depending 

on the knowledge of the consumer of the same ones, can that to place next to a strong 

brand supposes a benefit or a loss in the sale of the own products. 

   

In case of Willys, it thinks that always it is a benefit or advantage to place to the side or 

near a great brand, because the great brand attracts customers and therefore it can 

improve next to the same ones assuring him that his promotions reach more consumer. 

 

When Willys launch a new product always occupies the best places because their 

strategies are focused towards their own brand, they should compete with the big 

brands, and that consumers have to recognize their products as soon as possible. 

 
The last part to analyse is the relation between manufacture and distributor, as in the 

theory part explain DHAR and HOCH (1997): 

   

The narrowest assortments improve the performance of the distributor's brands, so that 

it is more advisable to eliminate certain articles with low rotation to dedicate more 

space to the distributor's brands. 
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The depth of assortment, measured as number of units supported in stock for every 

category in an establishment, that is to say, the medium level of variety that the 

distributor offers for manufacturer's brand, has a very significant and negative effect 

in the performance of the distributor's brand. 

Today the distributor requires of the large companies advantages in price if they want to 

achieve better standards of linear, however Willys is interesting to selling their own 

products and whether the company occupies their positions in the lineal place, the sales 

may decrease. 

  

In the event of an agreement between the Leader Company and Willys, Willys will 

ensure any benefit of this agreement, whether at a lower price in the product or products 

by placing themselves near the brand leader. 

CONCLUSION 

 
In this chapter, we will draw our conclusions based on theory and our empirical 

data; meanwhile, our research questions will be answered according to our research 

findings and conclusions. 

 
This dissertation has taken us to multiple conclusions that we are going to explain later: 
 
Today  the big companies, that is to say, the leader brands are submitted to the power of 

the distributor, because the distributor is which that realizes the actions of 

merchandising in the establishment, deciding where, how, when a product is placed. 

 

In many occasions the interests of both will be different and therefore they must have an 

intermediate attitude, but the distributor will have more profits. 

 
In the past the consumers related the image and knowledge of the brand with quality, 

nevertheless at present the price has become into a tool very powerful and valued by the 

consumers. 

 

The current consumer knows that a product that has a low price can have the same 

quality that the leading product, because generally in the leading product you pay the 

advertising and the value of the brand. 
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The new supermarkets with own brands(save in costs as advertising, promotion, 

degustations ... and they dedicate these resources in cheapening cost of production to 

offer the product to minor price. 

 

The organization of the supermarket is the basic tool for the sale of the products, 

because it is necessary that the consumers cross the whole space of sale, wrong 

distribution supposes that it departs from the establishment do not reach a minimal level 

of profitability. Therefore it must put products of the first need as the milk, eggs, bread, 

at the end of the supermarket in order that obligatorily they spend for all the areas. 

 

The idea of competition has a wrong interpretation, with this study we have verified that 

to place the own products to the side or near the competition, to be more concrete, of a 

leading brand, it can prove very profitable. 

 

It research can affirm that it is an advantage at the moment of promoting, selling, and to 

give to know the own products, and certainly to create profit and not lost. 

 
Since it has said previously the power of the distributor it has grown in the last years, 

but we can conclude with that in occasions it is impossible to compete in certain 

categories with the leading brand, though the distributor realizes strong campaigns of 

merchandising in the establishment, promotions in prices ... his power will be void.  

  

In any categories of products or in concrete products like Coca Cola or from cosmetics 

as Loreal, Nivea, Colgate... to the consumer does not import the price of the product, in 

case of Coca Cola it is unique product for his flavour and the consumer will continue 

buying it though other companies create cheaper brands, in case of cosmetics the 

consumers value very much his physical aspect and his health and therefore they were 

choosing for products recognized socially. 
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Appendix A : Interview Questions 
 

Section Question:  
 

 
1. What are the main strategies to organize sections at the supermarket? 

2. The different strategies between Cold Zone and Warm Zone. 

3. What is the organization's establishment? In gridiron, in spike, or free 

distribution.  

Assortment Question: 

 

4. How many categories of products reaches the brand Willy´s?: Number of 

products in each category.  

5. What are the difficulties to reach a new category or product? 

6. What affects the brand Willy's volume assortment of other brands?  

7. What is the level of linear most sold in the establishment?  

Lineal Place Questions:  

 

8. What is the level of linear in which Willy's situation?  

9. How it affects the brand Willy's placed next to a brand leader?  

10. When introducing a new product, which occupies level?  

11. What is the variation in sales by changing the brand's Willy from one level to 

another? 

 

Business Man: Johan Pernmyr 
 
Telephone: 035-16 18 40 
Fax: 035-16 18 50 
Adress: Eurostop Halmstad 
Postadress: Box 9077, 300 13 Halmstad 
 
Open:  
Mon-Friday: 08-21 
Saturday: 08-21 
Sunday: 10-21 
Web- address: www.willys.nu
E-post: http://info.halmstad.eurostop@willys.nu
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